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Let Q denote a selfadjoint matrix (or operator of finite rank). The factorization 
of I + Q into the form I + Q = (I - IV) D(I - W*) is considered. The well-known 
case where W is constrained to be lower triangular while D is diagonal is extended 
to quadrangular and other generalized-canonical forms. The case where Q is not 
selfadjoint is also developed. Applications for these results may be found in the 
realm of multivariate-stochastic approximation, and signal extraction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The factorizaton of a selfadjoint matrix into the product of a lower- 
triangular matrix and its adjoint is a classical problem [ 11. This triangular 
factorization has numerical implications for matrix computations such as 
inversion and square roots. It is also well recognized that triangular 
factorizations play an important role in the study of Volterra and Fredholm 
equations [2] and in certain optimization problems [3-51 from the systems 
literature. The factorization of analytic functions is another problem with 
kinship to triangular factorization. 
The present paper developes a generalized-factorization theory. The 
angular factors considered here include the triangular case but encompass, as 
well, other forms, one of which is called quadrangular and another denoted 
diangular. The specific examples presented are motivated by applications to 
stochastic-approximation problems of two or more independent variables. 
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For convenience of development and for consistency with notation used 
elsewhere [6-81, we shall consider linear operators on a Hilbert space. A 
generalized-finite resolution of the identity is defined and the factorization of 
selfadjoint operators into causal and anticausal components is established. 
The matrix factorizations noted above come about by considering the matrix 
representation of the operator and its factors. 
2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
We shall introduce the notation and definitions that are basic to the subse- 
quent analysis. Let H denote a Hilbert space and v a partially ordered set. 
The sets (Pa: a E v}, {E”: a E u), and {da: a E V} consist of orthoprojectors 
on H satisfying the following relations: 
(i) Pa =A’ + E”, all a E V, 
(ii) PaAa = A’, E’A’ = 0, all a E V, 
(iii) AaAb = 0, a # b, 
(iv) I= CDEV A’, and 
(v) Pa = Cs<a A”. 
In (v) the sum is over all s E v ordered above by a. 
The reader may also easily verify the following properties: 
(vi) (Z-E’) Ab = 0, all b < a, EaAb = 0, all a < 6. 
To underscore the distinction between resolutions of the identity appearing 
in much of the earlier system theory literature we pause for some simple 
examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let H consist of all square-summable functions defined on 
the square v = {a = (i,j): i, j = l,..., n). The partial order on v is the natural 
one a = (i, j) < (k, Z) = b o i < k and j < 1. The projectors will be defined by 
(W(a, P) = x(a, P) (a, P> < (U), 
= 0, otherwise; 
(A”x)(a, 8) = ~(a, p) (a, P) = (iA 
= 0, otherwise, 
while E” = P” - Aa by definition. It is easily verified that properties (i)-(v) 
hold for these definitions. 
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EXAMPLE 2. We use the same Hilbert space as in Example 1, however, 
v = (l,..., n} is now totally ordered. The projectors are given by 
(P’x>(a, P) = x(a, P), a,P<i, 
= 0, otherwise; 
(A ix)(a, P) = da, PI, /l<a=i or a<p=i, 
= 0, otherwise, 
andE’=p’-A’. 
In Example 2 it is easily verified that E’ = Pi-‘, however, this is not the 
case in Example 1. In Figs. 1 and 2 we sketch the base of the ranges of the 
projectors for these two examples. 
Now we consider a linear map T on H. The following definitions are 
generalizations of those familiar in the literature: 
(a) The map T is causal (resp. anticausal) provided P”T = P”TP” 
(resp. TP” = PaTPa) holds for all u E v. 
(b) The map T is prestrictly causal (resp. prestrictly anticausal) 
provided T = C, E ,, daTEa (resp. T = Cat, EaTAa). 
(c) The map T is anticipative (resp. posticipative) provided 
z:,,, A”TE” = 0 (resp. CaEr E”TAa = 0). 
(d) The map T is crosscausal if it is both anticipative and 
posticipative. 
In passing we note that when A“ = Pa - Pa-‘, the crosscausal condition 
becomes the memoryless condition of the literature. For the projectors of 
Example 1, however, the properties known previously [7] as crosscausality 
are also included under property (d). 
There are a number of simple properties that the reader can readily verify: 
FIG. 1. E” d” and P”. 7 9 
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(e) Properties (a,)-(c) dualize using adjoints. For example, T is causal 
if T* is anticausal. 
(f) T is anticipative if A”TE” = 0, all a E V. 
(g) If T is prestrictly causal, then PUT= PaTEa, all a E V. 
(h) If K is anticipative and T is prestrictly causal, the KT* is 
anticipative. 
3. FACTORIZATION 
We shall establish a generalized factorization of a symmetric operator. 
Our attention remains with discrete resolutions of the identity. 
Let Q, W be bounded linear maps on H. We assume that all the maps 
Z + E”QE”, a E V, are invertable. 
LEMMA 1. For every Q there is a unique prestrictly causal W such that 
(I - W)(Z + Q) is anticipative. This W is computed by 
W=xAaQEa(Z+EaQEa)-‘. 
* 
Proof Since (I - W)(Z + Q) is anticipative we use property (f) 
0 = A”(Z - W)(Z + Q) Ea 
= -A’ W(Z + Q) E” + A’QE” 
= -Aa WE”(Z + E’QE”) + AaQEn 
from which it follows that 
A” WE” = AaQE”(Z + E’QE”)-’ 
and, subsequently, the formula of the lemma. Since the above equality chain 
is reversable the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2. With Q = Q* and W computed by Lemma 1 the map D = 
(I - W)(Z + Q)(Z + W*) is crosscausal. 
Proof: Since (Z - FV)(Z + Q) . IS anticipative and W is prestrictly causal 
we have by property (h) that (Z - I+‘)(Z + Q)(Z - W*) = D is anticipative. 
This implies that D* is anticipative, however, D = D* and, hence, D is 
crosscausal. 
To summarize the above results we state 
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THEOREM 1. Let Q be any selfadjoint map on H satisfying 
-Ea < E”QE’ for all a E v. Then there exists a unique prestrictly causal W, 
W= x AaQEa(I + EaQEa)-‘, 
a 
and a unique crosscausal D, 
D = i;7 Aa(Z + QE”)-‘(Z + Q)(I + EbQ)-’ Ab, 
a.6 
such that (I - W)(Z + Q)(Z - W*) = D. 
ProoJ Noting that -Ea < E”QE” assures the invertability of I + E”QE” 
it remains only to verify the computation of D. Using the formula for W and 
property (iv) of Section 2 we have 
I- W=~Aa[l-QE’(I+EaQE’))‘~ 
0 
= s Aa[Z + QE”)-’ QE”] 
a 
= \‘A”(1 + QE”)-‘. - 
a 
The formula for D follows trivially. 
In the applications our interest is with the factorization of I + Q. In view 
of Theorem 1 it is tempting to consider 
I+Q=(I- W)-‘D(Z- W*))‘. 
Fortunately, we can show that the indicated inverses exist, in fact. 
LEMMA 3. Let W be prestrictly causal, then (I - W))’ exists and equals 
(I + V), where V is prestrictly causal and computed by1 
The identity (I - IV-’ = I + C,“=, W”, provided the sum converges and 
is trivially verified. When Ea = Pa-’ the literature [7,8] shows that W is 
nilpotent of order <max(v). The property EnA” = 0 all a > b permits the 
earlier proofs to be carried over without difficulty. We shall forego this here, 
though we make use of the lemma in stating the following corollary to 
Theorem 1: 
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COROLLARY. Let Q, W, D be as in Theorem 1. Then there is a unique 
factorization I + Q = KDK*, where K is causal and has a causal inverse 
while D is crosscausal. The map K is computed by 
K=(Z-W--‘=I+ f W”. 
II=1 
EXAMPLE 3. Let w = (1, 2,..., n} and consider H = l*(u). For x E H we 
use the triplet style x = (x, ,..., x,) and compute P, A by 
PkX = (x1 ,..., x/( ) 0 )...) O), XEH 
Akx = (0 ,..., 0, xk, 0 ,..., 0), xEH 
while Ek = Pk-‘. The operators on H have a matrix representation. It is not 
difficult to see that the prestrictly causal operators have strictly lower- 
triangular representations and that the neutral operators have diagonal 
representations. The corollary to Theorem 1 then produces the familiar 
factorization of a positive-selfadjoint matrix into the product of a lower- 
triangular matrix and its transpose. 
The Nonselfadjoint Case 
In the following paragraphs we shall prove that Theorem 1 is essentially 
true for the nonselfadjoint case. 
So let Q be an arbitrary map satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 1. Then 
Lemma 1 computes a prestrictly causal W and, furthermore, the earlier 
identity 
f- W=~Aa(Z+QE’)-’ (2) 
a 
still holds. 
Let W’ be defined by 
w’ = 2 (Z + E”QEa) - ’ E=QA’. (3) 
a 
It is clear that W’ is anticipative. Using identities analogous to those above 
it is easily verified that 
I- wf=C (I+E*Q)-‘A*. 
b 
(4) 
Using Eqs. (2) and (4) we define r by the equality 
I- = (Z - W)(Z + Q)(I - W’). 
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If Z is crosscausal, then Theorem 1 holds for nonselfadjoint Q with D = r 
2nd W” = W’. 
LEMMA 4. r is crosscausal. 
In proving Lemma 4 it is convenient to establish some preliminary iden- 
tities: 
(a) (Z+QE')-'(Z+Q)=[Z-(Z+Q,-'Q(Z-Ea)]-', 
t/3) (Z+Q)(Z+E”Q)-‘=[Z-(I-E’)Q(Z+Q)-‘]-’I, 
(y) (I-A)-‘(I-B)=(Z-A)-‘+(Z-B)-l-ZiffAB=O, 
(8) Aa(Z - K(Z -E”))-’ Ah = 0, all b < a, 
(E) A”(Z - (I - Z?‘)K)-’ Ab = 0, all a < 6. 
Proof To verify (a) it suffices to note 
Z+QE’l=Z+Q-Q(Z-Ea)=(Z+Q)[Z-(Z+Q)-’Q(Z-E”)]. 
Identity (p) follows by a similar expansion. To establish identity (y) we have 
(I-A)-‘(z-B)-’ = (z-A)-’ + (z-B)-’ --I 
iff 
(I-B)-‘=Z+(Z-A)(Z-B)-‘-(Z-A) 
iff 
Z=(Z-B)+(Z-A)-(I-A)(Z-B) 
iff 
Z=Z-AB. 
To verify identity (6) we make use of 
A”(Z-K(Z-P))-‘Ab=A”(Ea+(Z-Ea))(Z-K(Z--’))-’A*, 
however, using A’E’ = 0 we have 
A”(Z-K(Z-EE”))-‘A*=A”(Z--‘)(I-K(Z-E’))-’Ab 
=Aa(Z-(I-E’)K)-‘(I-EE”)Ab 
= 0, all b < a. 
Identity (E) follows from a similar expansion. 
We turn now to the proof of Lemma 4. Apparently, 
Z’=v‘A=(Z+QEa)-‘(Z+Q)(Z+EbQ)-‘Ab -- 
a b 
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and for r to be anticipative we must have AkTEk = 0, all k E v. By (ii) and 
(iii) of Section 1, however, 
AkrPk = \’ Ak(Z + QEk)-‘(Z + Q,(Z + EbQ)-’ Ab 
bTk 
or using (a) above 
AkrPk= v Ak[Z-(Z+Q)-‘Q(Z-Ek)]-‘(Z+EbQ)-‘Ab. 
bFk 
Since (I- Ek) Eb = 0, all b < k, we use (y) 
AkrPk= KT Ak((Z-(Z+Q)-‘Q(Z-Ek)]-‘+[Z-~bQ]-’-Z}Ab. 
btk 
Using (6) and (E) we have 
AkrPk = 0. all b < k. 
To prove posticipative, a similar development, beginning with property (p) 
rather than (a), for the map PkrAk is employed. 
Our results are summarized in 
THEOREM 2. Let Q be any bounded-linear map on H satisfying 0 < En + 
EaQE” all a E v. Then there exists unique-prestrictly causal W and unique- 
prestrictly anticausal W’, and unique crosscausal D such that 
Z+Q=(Z- W)-‘D(Z- WI)-‘. 
W and W’ are computed by Eqs. (1) and (3). 
4. SOME GENERALIZED FACTORS OF MATRICES 
In earlier sections we considered linear maps on f,(v), where v is partially 
ordered. Since every linear map on a finite-dimensional space can be given a 
matrix representation it is not surprising that Theorem 2 provides a matrix- 
factorization result. Matrix factorization is of interest in its own right and so 
we develop here examples of Theorem 2 in the matrix setting. 
First, consider v = ( 1, 2)2 equipped with the natural-partial order. For 
convenience we display the typical function x E 12(v) in the tuplet form x ++ 
col(x( 1 l), x( 12), x(2 I), x(22)). For linear T: I,(v) -+ I,(v), with y = T-x and 
y, x displayed in the prescribed fashion, there is a 4 x 4 matrix represen- 
tation [r] for T. 
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To simplify notational clutter we shall use the following convention: The 
matrix [T] has entries with subscripts as shown in the matrix. 
I 
(11, 11) (11, 12) (11,21) (11,22) 
(12, 11) (12, 12) (12,21) (12,22) 
(21, 11) (21, 12) (21,21) (21,22) . 
(22, 11) (22, 12) (22,21) (22, 11) I 
The number AcdTAab appears at the (cd, ab) position of [T]. To illustrate we 
shall note that the projectors of Example 1 of Section 1 have the specific 
matrix representations 
[P”l(mn,Pd = 1 W) = (P4h <WY 
= 0, otherwise; 
[A”](mn,pq) = 1 (mn) = (Pq) = (ij), 
= 0. otherwise; 
[E”](mn,pq) = 1 (mn) = (P4) < WV 
= 0, otherwise. 
As a second exercise in familiarity the reader may wish to verify that in 
the present setting an operator T is prestrictly causal iff [T] satisfies 
IT1 (mn.pq) =o W)=(w) or p>m or q>n, 
= arbitrary, otherwise. 
Similarly K is anticipative provided 
Fl -0 (mn.pq)  (mn>z (pq) and P< m, q <n, 
= arbitrary, otherwise. 
EXAMPLE 3. In this example we shall demonstrate Theorems 1 and 2 for 
Q = Q* and in the context developed above. To save space we list the key 
matrices, leaving the verification of the several properties to the reader. 
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In the context of this example it is easily verified that K is prestrictly 
causal iff [K] has zero entries precisely where indicated in the example 
([WI). Similarly [D] has the most general form for anticipative and antian- 
ticipative maps. 
As an extension of our example we demonstrate the Q # Q* and 
W* # W’ case. To save space we once again list the key matrices leaving 
the verification to the reader. 
EXAMPLE 4. We shall use v = { 1,2, 3)2. The function is displayed in the 
following order: 
x c-) col(x( 1 I), x( 12), x(22), x(2 I), x(3 l), x(32), x(33), x(23), x( 13)). 
The matrix [T] is now 9 x 9 and developed as in Example 3 but with the 
above display order for x. 
In this example we shall demonstrate the factorization introduced in 
Example 2. The reader can easily verify that 
A’ = diag(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
A2 = diag(O, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
A’=diag(O,O,O,O,l,l, l,l, l), 
while 
P’ = diag(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
P2=diag(l,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0), 
P3=I. 
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In this example E’ = 0, E’ = Pi-‘, i = 2,3. In the context of the present 
example the most general form for crosscausal D is given by 
[D] = diag(l,d, B), 
where A is a 3 x 3 block and B is a 5 x 5 block. We shall consider the case 
where B = diag(2, 1, 2, 3, 1) and 
2 1 3 
A= 11 2. I 1 3 2 1 
Matrices [Q], [ W] are: 
IQ1 = 
[WI= 
0 1 2 3 12 7 12 11 9’ 
1 2 3 6 19 13 23 22 16 
2 3 4 8 29 18 31 29 23 
3 6 8 9 44 27 46 43 35 
12 19 29 44 60 104 179 167 133 
7 13 18 27 104 65 112 105 83 
12 23 31 46 179 112 194 181 143 
11 22 29 43 167 105 181 172 134 
9 16 23 35 133 83 143 134 106 
L 
000000000 
100000000 
200000000 
300000000 
412100000 
111100000 
221200000 
121200000 
112100000 
The nonzero locations of [ W] represent the most general form for a strictly 
causal operator in the present context. 
5. DISCUSSION 
In our development we have stressed two distinct classes of examples. The 
first of these classes utilizes the projectors specified in Example 1 and 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Such examples are motivated by applications to optimal 
control and signal extraction for linear systems with two independent-time 
variables. The reader is referred to [9, lo] for details on such applications. 
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FIG. 3. Class 1 scan. FIG. 4. Class 2 scan. 
We shall note that the factorization tools developed herein suffice to solve 
the Wiener factorization problem arising in these applications. 
The second class of examples presented utilize the projectors of Example 2 
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Examples 2 and 4 are motivated by signal extraction 
and stochastic-approximation problems for polynomic operators on function 
spaces with a single-time variable. The reader is referred to (6, 111 for 
applications of this type. 
It should be noted that the two classes of examples scan the input vector 
in distinct orders. The first problem class is computed using a scan order as 
depicted in Fig. 3. The second class of problems utilizes the scan order of 
Fig. 4. By comparing Figs. 1 and 2 with 3 and 4 it is apparent that the scan 
order is dictated by the form of the A” projectors. 
As an embellishment on the main results we shall consider the case where 
Q = TT* and T is strictly causal. It is tempting to conjecture that D will be 
memoryless (diagonal). The next example lays this conjecture to rest. 
We once again leave the verification to the reader. 
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